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'Nor No Witchcraft Charm Thee! ' 

In his article, 'Two Styles in the Study of Witchcraft' (1973), 
Crick mentioned three recent publications (ed. Gluckman 1972; ed. 
Douglas 1970; Mair 1969) as examples of the style hecondemned~ 
Even Douglas, suggesting that 'As far as witchcraft studies are 
concerned, the field is opento anyone who cares to enter it'(1970: 
xxxvi), seemS to imply that'witchcraft' shoUld continue as an 
isolable subject for comparative study. A£ter making some pertinent 
and down to earth bemarks about this point of view, Crick proceeded 
to lay out a series of id~as which were indicative of the direction he 
would like,to see anthropology adVance. With regatds to his alternative 
style, Crick might be correct in predicting that some will find his 
paper wholly unsavoury and metaphysical. It is to be regretted if his 
image of an articUlated moral space 'is considered by few, but this may 
be because he kept his discussion to the abstract and offered no 
evidence to substantiate his claim that witchcraft can be lost in a 
'shared conceptual and m1ral space'. No doubt he envisages a wider 
application of his scheme than the dissolution of the theoretical concept 
of witchcraft and the ~eal purpose of the paper was as a vector of certain 
critical ideas. But to move on, he would chance leaving witchcraft bobbing 
in his wake. First, he should relate his work to ethnography, thereby 
attending to a point implicit in his paper, that the conceptual categories 
of another culture must,be eXhaustively examined before our distinctions 
are imposed on them. For as he says, "We can never be sure exaclily how 
odd our own categories of thought are" (1973:21). 

Sharing this sentiment, I have selected the ethnography of a particular 
society, the Ko.nkomba, for close examination. This should exemplify the 
risks of entering fieldwork with certain anthropological notions which have 
the power to predetermine what will be found to a remarkable degree. Whereas 
Crick's omcern was to dissolve witchcraft in a larger conoeptual framework, 
my more pragmatic approach is to show how witchcraft can beguile the 
ethnographer. ' 

In fact it is sorcery that has been reported among the Knnkomba, but, 
as Turner emphasised ten years ago (1964), we can now assume that there is 
no useful distinction to be made between sorcery and witchcraft to any 
other than the ethnographic level.' Even there, its appearance must make 
us suspect the diffusion of Zande ide~s, (by routes that we can plot with 
the accura~y of aeroplane schedUles). In terms of Saussure's chess 
analogy, attempts to discriminate ~etween witches and sorcerers seem like 
exacting comparisons, sometimes even oppositions,between bishops andNlights 
(and in some cases, between king's pawn and queer1s). What we really need 
is kno\'!ledge of all the pieces on 'the board, what Crick calls the 'person 
field' • 

, . . 

The Konkoml:!a are a Ghanaian people who speak a language belonging to 
the Gurma group of tm Voltaic family. Their segmentary lineage sy.stem 
has been described by Tait in Tribes ,Wj.thout RUlers (eds. M:idileton & Tait 1958: 
168-202). For our purposes, it is sufficient to know that they are made up 
of a number of distinct tribes, each consisting of several clans, the largest 
autonomous units of social control. Clans ofene tribe are linked by ritual 
and other relationships and will come together in the event of inter-tribal 
fighting. Tribes never unite. 
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Inbis paper on KoI1komba sorcery, Tai tenumerates the possible 
ways a sorcerer (osuo ) Can attack. 'l'he two riQin forms he distinguishes 
are the use of med'i"Cines (suoanjol5); andtransvection ,whereby the 
sorcerer tlies by night tohia \Ti.ctimin the form of a moving light 

, called ,suon,mi,'sorcerer-fire'(1967: 156). ,Inaddi~ion, a sorcerer 
may setl,d snakes to lie, in the path of the victim or send his shadow 
to' eat that of. the vi()ti.m, but, these techrliques are rarely enip1oyed. 
From another, though'less detailed, murce, there is general oo~boration 
ofthase, features (Froelich et a1 1963: 1,57); but ~lst Froelich talks 
loosely :of sorcerers who .kill by eating the souls of t.1'eir viCtims . 
.(1949:163), Tait emphasi$esthat att~ckbysuQanJog is far nore feareq 
and that:, greater prece,utio;ns are taken against itsadnli.nistration. I '. 
shall be returning to suoanjo~ liter~ . . . 

. , 

Tai t :l.so~tedthree general beliefs about mrcerers: . 
, ' . '", 

1. T.hat anyone can be a sorderer, sorcery is not related to descent; 

ii.	 "u ..~hatsorcerersattackanyone. They are evil andat.taok 
for the. sheer joy of destruction. 

iii. On. the other hand, it is also believed that sorcerers dlaY 
kill in o~det 'to inherit from an older' person and that men' 
Dl(lY e.ven kill in order to inherit wives,. goods, and status, 
and siaters kill their older sisters in order to inherit 
goods,·i (1956a:338)~' . 

The first' two general be1ief~ made Tate suppose that 'patterns of 
sorcery-accusation:;,: would be random, ,the third, that accusations would 
fall within the. family (ibid: 340). But,on analysing the twenty cases 

I. known to him, he discovered, much to his 'cons~rnatio:il, that ' 

If. o ••accusations seem to be made by the older unmarried men ei tqer 
against young women married ' into a minor lineage other than the accuser's 
but of the same major lineage, or against the husbands of such women" (ibid
:339). .	 .,,' 

: .	 . 

Taking into aCCQunt that" for a Konkomba, status and authorl ty are ' 
~cquired only upon marriage and that, as polygyny, is practi$ed, the men 
ma,r:rY ra~her1a.te, Ta;i:t :explai:nshis findings by concluding that, 

"The accusationsllIade 'by men against the yo~g women married 
into their major lineage can, be regarded as an eXpression of hostility 

" between the in-grt\up and' ,the out ;"group. , The accusatio'ns by yo,,:,-ng , 
men against their se~iors can, be regarded as an expression of 
hostility towards men wbo exercise oomeauthority,arepossibly wealthy 
in. cattle, an.d who, at ,the Same time, are ootyetsenior en,o'ugh to 
enjoy the privileges and ri tua1 protecti.on of e1derhood" (1%7: 167). 

.	 . ! . ,. 

So what have we really learnt abo\1t sorcery? Sorcery itself has 
been discarded in. favour .of the readily observtib1e, the' quantifiable. 
sorcery-:accusations; and the appa.'rently incon'sistent beliefs about sorcerers 
have been skipped over. By this reductive process, the pro.b1em has 

. become that of eliciting the patterns of sorcery-accusation (in terms of 
the social structure), then relating these patterns to the social structure. 
Inevitably, a relationship is found and this is then eXplained in crude 
functional terms. This procedure is in accordance with Tait t S maxim 
that. 

I. 
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"It is now well established that accusations of witchoraft
 
and sorcery tend to be directed within the framework of
 
the social structure" (1956a: 337).
 

This t~utologouspoint of view is characteristic of the approach of the 
British structural-fUnctionaliets of the 19;o's and early 1960's and still 
prevails. Its appearance suggests that Tait's perception of Konkomba 
sorcery and the way he directed his research might have been influenced 
more by the prevailing theories of witchcraft, derived from a misreading 
of Evan-Pritchardts Azande bopk and Kluckhohn, than by his own experiences 
in the field. Fortunately, it may be possible to test the validity of 
this thought as, though he subscribed to such a mechanistic type of 
approach, Teitseems to have sensed its limitations and, in his writings, 
he has supplied rich and varied details, both ethnographic and linguistic. 
With these, it may be possible to attempt a construction of a clearer 
picture of the location of 'sorcery' in Konkomba thought. 

The following oan be split into three sections. The first seeks to 
show that Tait wrongly translates ~ as 'sorcerer', and that this leads 
to his inability to make sense of sorcery beliefs. By examining linguistic 
ma'erial, it can be shown that osUb is a generic term which refers to those 
who make a conscious choice to ~ize the powers of 'evil', specified by 
a central moral distinction which contraposes what may be best translated 
as 'good' and 'evil'. With the elimination of the false category of 
sorcery, it is pamible to see this moral distinction at work. We can then 
discern relationships between semantic systems, built upon a moral dimension, 
which has previously been obsoured. To exemplify this, the two following 
sections explore the semantic fields of beer and kola and theirinterpen .. 
etration through their common reference to the moral dimension. Beer and 
kola have been chosen because they are the principal media in which suoanjog 

(, 

are secreted. 

So 1 shall first examine the available linguistic data concerning the 
word 'os4b'. Though Tait has made some extremely valuable notes about this 
word (~a) he invariably translates it as 'sorcerer'. However, osGo is 
an unusual word in several respects. Here are two points concerning its 
morphology. First, it ends in a nasalized diphthong and this is rare 
among Konkomba nouna~ Those that do so have a ritual or magical significance. 
Second, there are two plural forms, besaom and iSUb•. Besuom indicates that 
it belongs to the concord class that has '0-' and 'be-' as the singular 
and plural prefixes, and in particular, it belongs to the subclass which 
comprises solely nouns applicable to human beings (e.g. 'man', 'woman', 
'chief', td1:viner t , etc). On the other hand, the class with '0-' and 'i-' as 
the singular and plural prefi,xes consists of ariimals·., Included in this 
class are 'onamu, inamu', an animal which is dangerous in life and death, 
and '0tuwe ,. i tuwe t, a one-legged, one-armed spirit 0 f .the bush. Ano ther 
feature of osuo is that were-animals,'were-plants, inamu,ituwe and benekpib 
(dangerous spirits of the bush) can all be called osGe•. 

Already, here is enough evidence to discredit the unqualified translation 
of 'osilo' as 'sorcerer'. Mor~over, Tait admits that 

"There is no noun that can properly be translated as 'sorcery'" (11
:." .. 

1967: 155). 
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It would appear that this category of beliefs and actions
 
labelled 'Konkornba Sorcery'was indeed an import and may have
 
misled Tait into directing his research along the narrowing lines
 
of sCI'cery-accusation. But, to continue,
 

" .... there is. a word kesuo, which refers to a class 
of phenomena that are evil, a class to which the 
activities of sorcerers belong" .. (Ibid.). 

Again, by a change in'prefixi~he word has shifted to another
 
concord class, andagainit$ meanings are severai, ranging from
 
suoanjog, sorcerer's medicine, to, morEl genetally,'something bad!
 

.or 'eVil'. In this class, the word has. a more abstract quality 
than the other two forms which seem to refer to what may be 
crudely glossed as 'user of evil'. . 

. There are two words, ken,jaa and onjaa, which appear to be 
conceptual counterparts of kesub and osue.· Onjaa can be used 
to describe a good or worthy· person a~d kenjaaisbest translated 
as a· "good thing' or just'goqd I. The crucial distinction between 
keSU'oand~, and also between kenjaa andonjaa, is, I believe, 
the element ofchoioe.Forinstance, kestio is frequently used as 
a synonym of suoanjog, and sGOan.iog is made from the exuvlaof 
dead bodies- therefore it is inhez:ently bad. On the other hand, 
a man eats suoan 0 " ••• in order to gain power as a sorcerer 
Cosuo.1" Ibid: 166), and he does this of his own free will. 
Moreover, whereas kesuo and ken,iaa are.mutually exclusive and fixed, 
the transformations of ~ into onjaa,and vice versa, are possible. 
What we are dealing with is thus a moral dimension. Theforces 
of 'good' (~~pjaa) and 'evil' (~~~Q) are absolute; and to achieve 
one's objectives a conscious choice is made as to which shall be 
drawn upon•.. 

This can be further illustrated by the word 'p~~~~~ip.'.
 

Tait gives three meanings for his word.
 

i."Seniorpersons or lineage elders"; ii. "ancestors 
or ancestorspirits"iiii. "spirits of the bush 
(probably,spirits of evil ance$tors) " (1953). 

Recalling that Tai tmentioned, 'spirits of the b,llS11' ~ being
 
referred to as ~, we can see that t~e benekpib of Tait's
 
gloss 'spirits of ancestors' become osuo by the simple addition
 
of the adjective 'evil'. However, if certain beliefs about
 
benekpib (third meaning) are examined, further elaborations are
 
uncovered.
 

Spirits of·the bush cause mental, stress in adolescents. To
 
overcome them,.it'is necessary to perform rites called the
 
'catching of the spirits'. These may last 2-3 years before
 
suffering 1s,alllilviated~ By invoking the forees of good, the
 
victim is able to control the benekpibwho are now friendly
 

. arid act in a sort of advisorY capacity towards their fonner victim. 
Tait actually says tha~ the spirits are now kenjaa as opposed to 
keeuo (ibid: 16), and it is certainly true that from the vie1llpoint 
of the adolescents, they now represent 'good' instead of the 'bad'. 
As for the benekpib themselves, they have been transformed 
from beauom into benjaa and can take their place with the 'good' 
ancestors and the living elders. 

In passing, it seems worth mentioning that there is no evidence 
of a plural form of onjaa, !njaa, which like iauo, would refer 

.. 
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to animals. This might simply signify that it is only by 
resorting to the forces of evil that the human status of a man 
can come into question. 

Tait tells us that the two principal ways in which the sorcerer's 
medicine, or rather sUOanjo6, can be transmitted are in beer and in 
a kala-nut (1967: 156-7). To understand why this should be so, the 
place of beer and kola in the Konkomba world must be examined. It 
should become apparent that the substitution of the idea of 
Konkomba sorcery by the kesub-kenjaa moral dimension not only 
facilitates this task, but is crucial if we are to comprehend the 
fit between parts of a system·which otherwise would seem arbitrary 
and fortuitous. 

Let us begin by thinking about beer. In reading the principal 
sources on Konkomba material - Cornevin,Cardinall,·Froelich and Tait 
- one is struck by the frequency with which they refer to beer. However, 
it is not an everyday drink, but one that is brewed for particular, 
thOUgh numerous, occasions. Work parties are provided with beer, it 
is an essential component of funerals and Konkomba ritual, and most 
people at Konkomba markets are there to share beer with friends 
rather than to trade. In every instance, beer emerges as a symbol 
of friendship or solidarity; it is kenjM, a 'good thing', 
par excellence. 

In discussing interpersonal relationships, Tait (~961: Ch XI) stresses 
the importance of, and the value which is placed upon, voluntary 
friendship relations which cut across the structure of the lineage 
system. Konkomba are hostile towards strangers and this category 
includes all those who :;re not rmmbers of the cleA, or clans, 
putatively linked by agnation. Friendship ties transcend these 
limits and help obviate recourse to violence between clans. 
Friendships and the mutual obligati1::r.s they entail are not entered 
into lightly: 

" ••. in any lengthy rite that requires a heavy 
expenditure in foodstuffs and beer, material help 
is given between friends. Any man who is celebrating, 
for example, the Second Burial of his father, receives 
perhaps the bulk of the beer he distributes from his 
friends rather than from his agnate~" (ibid: 215). 

This passage continues 

"Since all the Second Burial rites of a clan are ':, 
carried out simultaneously, clearly clansmen cannot 
help eaoh other. Themate~ial help comes therefore 
from matrilateral kin and from friends." 

Tait is implying that friends supply beer because clansmen are unable 
to. However, the interest lies not in the genesis of this custom; it 
is sufficient to note the identification of beer with friendship. 
Friends are beer-givers, and ~-veraa. 
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At another level of the social structure, an analagous
 
relationship to pers~nal friendship can be perceived between clans
 
of the same tribe. There are two major links between clans, the
 
parent/filial rel~tion $nd the reciprocal relationship of being
 
ritual partners (mantotib). The latter is formed at a rite to
 
end feuding between two clans of the same tribe. Called
 
Bi sub kedza, 'They bury the. fight'., or Bi sub tibwar, I They bury
 
the~rd6', it was first reoorded by Sir AianiCardinall in 1918.
 
The essential details he gives are in accord with thOSe observed
 
by Tait in the 1950's (ibid: 147). In brief, ·the e.lders of the
 
two feuding clans meet with thoseof.a third. Libations and
 
sacrifices' are made, w~rds are uttered, then'
 

"Theceremony.is 'completed and piteau L-beerJ is freely
 
drunk, both villages fraternising and drinking out of the same
 
calabash at the same time" (Cardinall 1918: 50-1).
 

In all ri tual, beer appears ae both libation and in communal 
drinking; for instancet the New Food Rites,which take the following 
form. They open with the ritual drinking of beer, the elders 
drinking two at a time from ore calabash. Libations are then made 
while the names of ancestors are called. Next, sacrifices are 
performed, followed by further libations, then general sharing 
of beer•. Tait notes that libations occur at Van Genaep's etat de 
saparation' and '~tat d'agr6gation'. Froelich has transcribed in 
French the following, which waS chanted dUring the 'etatde marge' 
of a New Food Rite. Significantly, he reports that such a rite is 
called 'La f €te de la nouvelle biere'. 

"Woumb~r L-GodJ, protect us, give us abundant harvests, 
keep away fever and sicknesses of ,the head,l enable us 
to drink beer without any hitch, make our seeds good 
and fertile" (1954: 221, my trans.). 

In this passage, we find a clue to the importance of beer in Konkcmba, 
thought and the suggestion that there is no real difference between 
the use of beer by men, lineages or clans. For to share beer is to 
make oneself vulnerable. It places a person in a liminal situation 
and is an expression of trust. By entering a relationship tha~ 

entails the sharing of beer,oneis exposing oneself to constant 
danger from that quarter. There is theever-pre~ent risk of drinking 
beer that has been spiked with stfoanj9~ and thus transformed from 
the category of kenjaa to that ofkes§o. Furthermore, beer is 
invariably drunk from a cal~bash. Not that this is surprising, but 
it so happens that calabashes symbolize uogwin, a word which may be 
translated as the spirit or soul of an individual as it is described 
as ·"that which God gives a man" (Tait 1961: 137). To drink from one 
calabash, therefore, expresses the bond, between the drinkers. The 
calabash signifies the shared soul or spirit of the participants, a 
soul filled wi th kenjaa, beer.· Yet the beer' might be contaminated or 

. the sould cBvoured by an osuo.The danger is great and the meaning of 
the act of sharing the' beer enhanced., . 

It is now possible to view libation, not as another category 
of events in which beer is used, but as an extension of these same 
ideas to the relationship between men/lineages/clans and ancestors/ 
spirits/God. Libation only appears different to the anthropologist 
because one party is inoorporeal. 
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Kola is a nut which is chewed extensively in West Africa 
for its stimulative properties. Like tea and coffee, kola contains 
caffeine. 

Apart from kola in the context of sorcery, there is little 
mention of its use among the Konkomba in the literature. That it 
was bought from traders and chewed by Konkomba can be inferred from 
a few references to it in Tait' s work. We may suppose that the 
paucity of data concerning kola reflects its exclusion from their 
ritual, but, as I hope to show~ this fact may be of importance in 
itself. To the Visiting anthropologist observing its everyday use, 
it would not appear to have much significance, no more than the 
drinking of Coca-Cola in his own society. In fact Taitrecommends 
that ". •• if you are tired and thirsty, stick to the excellent 
kola..nut" (1956b: 77). As a carrier for sG'6anj06, he says this of 
kola: 

"The kola-nut splits down the middle. Sorcerer's
 
medicine can be put into this split and so passed
 
to the victim. The Konkomba do not eat kola-nuts
 
given to them by strangers. They accept the nut,
 
thank the giver, and,later, throw it away" (1967: 157).
 

In order to appreciate the association between kola and suoanjog 
in Konkomba thought, it is necessary to understand what kola means 
to them. This is nowhere expressly stated, but certain insights may 
be gained by looking at their relationship with their neighbours, 
the DaE!~mba. 

The Konkomba have suffered two series of invasions from the 
mounted Dagomba, first in the 13th-14th centuries and later in the .. 
16th century. These were part of the general spread of the Mole
Dagbane-speaking peoples. The Konkomba eventually found refuge in 
their present homeland which was unsuitable for the Dagomba cavalry. 
However, there was no clear boundary between them, and the Dagomba 
made frequent ruds to obtain slaves for their annual tribute to the 
Ashanti (Tait 1955b; Froelich et al 1963). 

Serious fighting between the two peoples has now ceased, but 
the mutual hostility has remained and the distinction between them 
is still strong. Indirect Rule enabled Dagomba chiefs to appoint 
Konkomba sub-chiefs in the Konkomba area but their influence has been 
minimal. The traditional elders have retained their authority, and 
the Konkomba still despise the Dagomba and" guard against their 
intrusion. This is not to say that there is no contact between them. 
The Konkomba markets have for long attracted Yoruba and Hausatraders, 
and Mossi butchers and weavers. Konkombaland lies on 'the overland 
trade-routes Which lead from the kola-producing areas of Ashanti to 
Kano. Of late, the markets have grown in importance and the traders 
who now come to bUy in bulk are mainly Dagomba. Nevertheless, it is 
6ignif~cant that, according to their geneal,ogies and myths of origin, 
time began for the Konkomba with the 16th century Dagomba invasions. 
For them, the Dagomba have remained their archetypal eneli las, and they 
have always resisted the Dagomba way of life as they have Dagomba rule. 
Though the threa~ is no longer of violent invasion, the Konkomba now 
have to guard against moral subversion and loss of ident-ity through 
the incursion of Dagomba values. 
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An important difference is that the Dagomba are Moslems, 
whereas th~ Konkomb~ never have been. Trimingham selects their 
insusceptibility to Islam as a distinguishing feature of Voltaic 
'peoples (G~ language group) (19.59: 1.5). Interestingly t he has 

'~lsonoted an.iqentif;ication commonly observed between Islam 
and kola (ibid: 198 -9, 1.56n). 'Kola has an important ceremonial 
function in West African life and frequently replaces beer in 
ritual, as is the case among the Dagomba (Rattray 19,,2: 463). 
It al,so forms part of Dagomba marriage payments. In addition, 
kola nuts were formally presented to officials and lesser chiefs 
by the NaB (Paramount Chiefs). At his death, a similar 
distribUtion of kola 11.0 uld be made on behalf of the !:!!:. and 
some would be received by mallams for reading verses from the 
.Qur'sm. When the new ~ waseilstooled, he would give kola to 
the chiefs w~o would serve him (ibid: 460, .570, 573, 580, 586). 
We can thus infer that among any other meanings kola might have 
for the Dagomba, to accept kola was a sign of subservience in 
certain contexts, and kola was also symbolic of the Dagomba 
Islamic beliefs as ~pposed to ~eer and paganism. ' 

That kola does not. appear in Konkomba ritual probably 
reflects the fact that it is not indigenous. It could not have 
entered, the KonkombEl. universe until foreign traders had begun 
to visit the markets. As Dagomba started to dominate the market 
trade, so Konkomba were faced with a problem of how to maintain 
this desirable trade whilst continuing to resist the Dagomba threat. 
In res~lving this quandary, they accept kola from a stranger so 
as not to insult him, thereby establishing a trading relationship. 
Later, they throw it Srlay as a revoc~tion of the possible connotations .. of their acceptance, i.e. sUbservience. ' 

The Konkomba. rationalize this action by terming kola a 
possible carrier of suoanj06, in other words, badness, and in 
particular,the badness~l1ey assooiate with Dagomba. Yet they 
accept kola from Konkomba friends and relations. I don't think 
that this is contradictory. It is only in a context where the 
giVing of kola could be taken as a symbol of superioIi.ty that 
it is thrown away. Among the Konkomba, power and authority are 
prescribed and inevitable and do not have to be asserted. The 
threat of suoanj06 remains though, but as Tait's patterns of 
sorcery-accusation have shown, it is those, or the wives of those, 
who enjoy more wealth, power and statue than they should in the 
eyes of the accuser, who are the candidates for sorcery-accusation. 
Moreover, the accusations come from the men who feel they are 
lacking the status they deserve, i.e. the older, unmarried men. 

WQat ~ hQpe this exegesis has achieved is to dissolve the 
category of Konkomba.sorcery. The particular beliefs and ,practices 
which approximate to the anthropological concept of sorcery are 
not a group at all, but have been severed from an expressive 
system, built around and reaching out from a moral dimension which 
co&traposes the forces of good and evil in Konkomba society. 
The extensions of the metaphorical use of kola and the metaphorical 
use of beer over a range of phenomena are facilitated by the 
grouping of the phenomena through their mutual association with 

.. 
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this moral dimension. Kola enters as a nexus petween two semantic 
systems, Dagomba and Konkomba; beer, as a metonym for special kinds 
of relationships which are entered into out of choice and are kenjaa. 
However, it should not be thought that suoanjGS necessarily conveys 
the same. meaning in beer and kola. In kola, it tends to emphasise 
the dangers from the outside, epitomized by the Dagomba; whereas in 
beer, it is the dangers from the inside, from those in whom trust 
has been placed, though the extent to which this is so depends chiefly 
on context, and the possible conceptual range in each case would 
appear to be the same. 

Ethnography shOUld aim at expressing native conceptual structures 
as accurately as possible, for it is the foundation of our theory. 
Before theory is fed back into fieldwork, it must be exhaustively 
tested in order to seek out tho se a priori assumptions which may 
distort interpretations of the field material. Witchcraft is such a 
notion and its limitations as an interpretative frame1NOrk are apparent 
in Tait's writingsc' By labelling events that have a dim family 
resemblance to our image of witchcraft, derived from our ow cultural 
experience, we run the risk of obscuring, or even excluding, those 
connections between different realities, Which, being outside or 
out of phase with our own conceptual boundaries, are the ones that 
should be concerning us Q An approach like that advocated by Crick, 
broader in scope and more systematic in application, would seem to 
offer greater potential. Certainly, Konkomba sorcery can be lost 
in a 'shared conceptual and moral space' and a system of person 
categories, one of Crick's primary articulations of moral space'; 
emerges from the linguistic evidence. Osuo takes its place with 'man', 
'woman', 'diviner', 'chief', etc. and alOO""W:t th a group of supernatural 
animals, though the material is insufficient to attempt a more complete 
construction. As for his other articulation of moral space, that of 
'action and evaluation conoepts', we have uncovered a central moral 
distinction in Konkomba conception which serves as an important 

. :parameter in the structuring of their universe and from which certain 
actions- for instance, libation or the sharing of kola - derive 
their meaning. 

David Pri ce • 

,. I 

Note: 

1. 'Sickm:eseeOfthe head', (o!'~.jl.~ les maux de t~te) refers to
 
the mental stress in adolescents caused by the spiri. tsof the bush
 
mentioned earlier.
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. :parameter in the structuring of their universe and from which certain 
.actions- for instance, libation or the sharing of kola - derive 
their meaning. 

David Pri ce • 

,. I 

Note: 

1. 'Sickm:eseeOfthe head', (o!'~.jl.~ les maux de t~te) refers to 
the mental stress in adolescents caused by the spiri tsof the bush 
mentioned earlier. 
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